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publication! Comments of course welcome!) 

 
Abstract: Bare particularism is a constituent ontology according to which substances - concrete, particular 

objects like people, tables, and tomatoes - are complex entities constituted by their properties and their bare 

particulars. Yet, aside from this description, much about bare particularism is fundamentally unclear. In this 

paper, I attempt to clarify this muddle by elucidating the key metaphysical commitments underpinning any 

plausible formulation of the position. So the aim here is primarily catechismal rather than evangelical - I don't 

intend to convert anyone to bare particularism, but, by looking at a series of questions, to instead specify what, if 

one is a bare particularist, one is committed to. Along the way, I address three major objections: a Classic 

Objection about whether bare particulars have properties, a New Objection raised by Bailey, and an 

Understanding Objection that questions some of the position's resources. 
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Constituent ontologies about substances – concrete, particular objects like people, tables, and 

tomatoes – hold that substances have internal, ontological structure. This is because, so the 

story goes, substances have proper constituents that do not belong to the ontological category 

of 'substance'. And, when it comes to such ontologies, there are two major games in town.
1
 

According to bundle theory, substances are complex entities constituted entirely by ‘bundled’ 

together properties. Meanwhile, according to bare particularism, along with their properties, 

substances have an additional, categorically distinct constituent: their bare particular.
2
 So 

while bundle theorists think that a substance, e.g. Tomato, is naught but a fusion of the 

properties redness, roundness, and being a tomato, bare particularists take Tomato to be a 

‘thick’ particular, constituted by these properties plus Tom, Tomato’s ‘thin’ or ‘bare’ 

particular. 

One major reason bare particularists advance for favoring their position over bundle 

theory is that the latter seems to mistakenly equate qualitative indiscernibility with numerical 

identity, which is problematic given the possibility of scenarios like Black’s [1952] two 

qualitatively indiscernible but numerically distinct spheres in a symmetrical universe. For if 

substances are nothing more than bundles of properties, since the two spheres have all the 

same properties, they must be one and the same. But they’re not – they’re two! Bare 

particularism dissolves this problem by holding that the spheres have different bare particulars 

as constituents; thus, ‘the bare particulars, being different, account for the numerical 

difference of the things’ [Allaire 1965: 18].
3
 

A second motivation concerns unifying a substance’s properties. Bundle theory says 

that Tomato just is the bundle of redness, roundness, and tomatohood. But what ties these 

properties together in any meaningful way – what bundles the properties, rather than leaving 

them a loose collection or a set? The underlying thought here is that there ought to be 

something that explains or grounds why these properties come together in this substance. As 

with individuation, bare particulars are thought to help explain the unity: what unifies 

Tomato’s properties is that they are pins stuck in the pin-cushion that is Tom – i.e., Tom’s 

instantiating the properties explains their unity in Tomato.
4
 

                                                           
1
 The term ‘constituent ontology’ originates in Wolterstorff [1970], though the idea has been around since at 

least Plato. Further, a third view, Aristotelian hylomorphism, is also (arguably) a constituent ontology, but since 

I’m primarily interested in bare particularism, I’ll set it to one side. 
2
 Bare particularism is sometimes also called the ‘Substance/Attribute’ or ‘Substratum’ theory, or even 

‘Thick/Thin Particularism’; for ease, I’ll stick with ‘bare particularism’. 
3
 See also e.g. Allaire [1963], Alston [1954], Armstrong [1989, 1997], Baker [1967], Bergmann [1967], and 

Casullo [1982] for similar motivations for bare particularism. 
4
 See e.g. Hoffman & Rosenkrantz [1997: 47-52] for a discussion of this motivation. The standard bundle 

theorist response is to invoke a compresence relation, which the substance’s properties stand in to each other. 
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This loose characterization makes it clear that bare particularists are committed to: 

 

CONSTITUTION  Every substance has (at least) two kinds of proper constituents, its 

properties and its bare particular 

 

But what else does one sign up for by plumping for bare particularism? Here one hits a major 

snag: find two bare particularists and you’ll also find two wildly divergent stories about the 

specifics of their ‘shared’ account. In other words, once we move beyond the metaphors and 

the commitment to CONSTITUTION, bare particularism is a bit of a muddle. 

This paper attempts to clarify this muddle by elucidating what, exactly, bare 

particularism amounts to. Thus the aim is a kind of conditional: I want to spell out what one 

ought to say, if one is a bare particularist. Consequently, I don’t hope to here convert anyone 

to bare particularism – indeed, we might find that the position, when exposed to the light of 

day, is much less attractive than initially thought. Rather, I hope to simply fill in some lacuna 

concerning the position, and thereby make some progress towards furthering our 

understanding of the metaphysics of substances.  

 With this in mind, it is worth briefly discussing some minutia before moving on. First, 

in the following I’ll frequently talk of instantiation relations. One might object that reifying 

instantiation leads to familiar regress problems. This is a fair point – we shouldn’t reify 

instantiation. Instead, we should take it to be part of our fundamental ideology, not ontology.
5
 

But speaking of instantiation relations makes the following discussion infinitely easier, so I’ll 

continue to do so. Yet don’t think this metaphysical gospel – it’s merely eliminable short-

hand, employed for ease of expression. 

Second, it should be clear that the rejection of property nominalism comes with the 

constituent ontology territory, since these ontologies pre-suppose that substances have 

properties as proper constituents. But what doesn’t come is a commitment to any specific 

metaphysics of properties: both bundle theory and bare particularism are compatible with 

Platonic and Aristotelian universals, as well as with trope theory (provided tropes are 

understood as concrete, particular individuals that aren’t substances). And while it happens to 

be the case that constituent ontologists tend to be Aristotelians about universals, these 

‘tendencies are only tendencies’, which ‘can be resisted without contradiction’ (van Inwagen 

2011: 404n13). So, for the sake of this discussion, I’ll assume that properties exist, though 

won’t commit myself to any particular metaphysics thereof. 

Third, a standard general objection to constituent ontologies is that they invoke a 

mysterious, non-mereological constitution relation, which, according to some, is as 

nonsensical as postulating married bachelors.
6
 And while there are constituent ontologies that 

employ standard mereological composition (thereby dodging this objection) there is a 

plausible, straightforward rebuttal available.
7
 However, because the discussion to get us there 

will take us quite far afield from our main aim, I ask the reader to bracket this worry until the 

penultimate section of the paper, where we can better address it. 

With these issues addressed, we can now press on towards untangling the knotted 

mess that is bare particularism. 

 

§1. Substances, Particulars, & Properties 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
There has been much discussion over whether this move succeeds; however, as the present concern is elucidating 

bare particularism, this issue need not bother us here. 
5
 See [Sider 2006: 388] and [Lewis 1983: 351–355]. 

6
 Van Inwagen [2001: 1-2, 2011] offers an objection along these lines. 

7
 See e.g. Sider [2006] and Paul [2002] for mereological versions of bare particularism and bundle theory, 

respectively. However, there are good reasons for rejecting these accounts; for example, if we grant, as is 

standard, that mereological fusions have their parts essentially, then they seem to entail that all of a substance’s 

properties are essential to it – a rather unpalatable result. 
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The commitment to CONSTITUTION belies a question bare particularists must answer: 

 

IDENTITY Is a substance identical to its bare particular?  

 

A positive answer entails One-thingism, according to which a substance is the same thing as 

its bare particular. Meanwhile, a negative answer entails Two-thingism, which says that, while 

substances and bare particulars are intimately related, the two are in fact just that.
8
 

 Of these, bare particularists clearly should prefer Two-thingism. First, substances 

necessarily have the property being a compositionally complex entity, which bare particulars 

possibly lack. Second, One-thingism straightforwardly violates CONSTITUTION: no entity can 

have itself as a proper constituent, though every entity can and does have itself as an improper 

constituent. Finally, if we weaken CONSTITUTION in an attempt to make it compatible with 

One-Thingism, we get something like: ‘every substance has two kinds of constituents, its 

properties (which are its proper constituents) and its bare particular (which it has as an 

improper constituent)’. Unfortunately, this is logically equivalent to the principle that ‘every 

substance has one kind of proper constituent, its properties’, which is a characterizing 

commitment of bundle theory. Hence the third reason to reject One-thingism is that it 

threatens to collapse bare particularism into bundle theory. For these reasons, particularists 

must embrace Two-thingism – given CONSTITUTION, Tom is not Tomato.  

 So, Two-thingism it is. But since this means bare particularists are committed to both 

substances and particulars as distinct entities, we might wonder if both have properties. In 

other words, we can now ask the bare particularist the following pair of questions: 

 

SUBSTANCE Does Tomato have any properties? 

 

CLASSIC Does Tom have any properties? 

 

In principle, bare particularists can give positive or negative answers to both of these. But a 

negative answer to SUBSTANCE is immediately problematic: for one, saying that Tomato 

doesn’t have any properties contradicts CONSTITUTION, which entails that Tomato at least has 

the property having two kinds of proper constituents; for another, saying that Tomato lacks 

properties contradicts a basic assumption – namely, that Tomato is red, round, and a tomato!  

 So, to avoid rendering their position unpalatable, bare particularists would do well to 

offer a positive answer to SUBSTANCE. But, now we might wonder which properties Tomato 

has. Of course, given CONSTITUTION, the answer is straightforward: Tomato has all and only 

those properties that are its proper constituents! Hence Tomato has redness because redness is 

a proper constituent of Tomato, and Tomato lacks blueness because the property isn’t one of 

Tomato’s constituents.  

However, this just shifts the bubble in the carpet – why, we might rightly wonder, is 

any particular property a proper constituent of any given substance? To properly explain why 

certain properties are unified in a given substance, bare particularists must saying something 

to this question. However, to adequately answer the challenge, we must first turn to the 

second of our two property-possession questions, CLASSIC; only once we’ve an answer to 

CLASSIC can we address this unity issue. 

As with SUBSTANCE, bare particularists can in principle answer CLASSIC either 

positively, allowing Tom to have some properties, or negatively, denying Tom any properties 

whatsoever. Further, one might think that the position’s name gives the game away – after all, 

why call Tom a ‘bare’ particular, if not because he’s shorn of all properties? Yet, also like 

                                                           
8
 Hoffman & Rosenkrantz [1997: 47-52] call these positions ST1 and ST2 respectively, though the former is 

sometimes also called ‘Identity Theory’. For further discussion of One-thingism, see Garcia [2014]. Connolly 

[forthcoming] also offers a novel defence of One-thingism, based upon Bailey’s dilemma. 
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with SUBSTANCE, a negative answer to CLASSIC is extremely problematic; specifically, a 

negative answer leads directly to the potent ‘Classic Objection’ to bare particularism: as 

stipulated, bare particulars utterly lack properties. But by necessity everything has some 

properties. Hence bare particulars are impossible, and bare particularism is necessarily false.
9
  

But while the Classic Objection is the reason most philosophers reject bare 

particularism, it isn’t as potent as it is made out to be. First, one complication that dampens 

the objection’s impact is that there is no reason to think that every entity must possess sparse 

properties.
10

 This means particularists could respond to the Classic Objection by arguing that, 

while bare particulars don’t utterly lack any properties (for exactly the reasons cited in the 

objection!), they can lack sparse properties. Thus adopting a sparse view of properties (which 

we have external reason to do anyway) alleviates much of the pressure from the objection.
11

  

Second, simply allowing Tom and his ilk to have properties entirely circumvents the 

Classic Objection. Hence, as Sider emphatically puts it, ‘If the objection is that thin 

particulars have no properties, then the objection is just wrong. Thin particulars have 

properties. They really do! Thin particulars may be red, round, juicy, whatever’ [2006: 388, 

his emphasis]. For this reason, bare particularists should – and nearly universally do – give a 

positive answer to CLASSIC.
12

  

 Further, a positive answer to CLASSIC opens up a way of addressing the lingering 

issues about unifying Tomato’s constituent properties: redness is a proper constituent of 

Tomato because Tom has the property (and similarly for Tomato’s other properties), while 

blueness isn’t a constituent of Tomato because Tom doesn’t have it (similarly for the other 

properties Tomato doesn’t have). In short, by offering positive answers to both SUBSTANCE 

and CLASSIC, bare particularists can advance 

 

HAVING  Every substance has its properties by having as constituents the 

properties that are had by its bare particular 

 

which makes it clear that bare particulars serve to unify a substance’s properties – without the 

pin-cushion that is Tom, there’d be nothing for Tomato’s property-pins to stick together in.
13

   

                                                           
9
 See Timaeus 48c-53c, Metaphysics 1029a20-33, Locke’s Essay II, xxiii, Sect. 2.and, for more recent 

discussion, Sellars [1952, 1963: 282fn1], Anscombe [1964: 38], Loux [1978: 149–52], Armstrong [1989: 95] 

(who calls it the ‘Antinomy of Bare Particulars’), Hoffman & Rosenkrantz [1997: 17-20], and Lowe [2003: 86]. 

Moreland [1998] discusses several variants of the objection, all of which are blocked by a positive answer to 

CLASSIC. 
10

 The notion of sparse properties has its clearest articulation in Lewis, who distinguishes between the 

(potentially gruesomely gerrymandered) abundant properties, which carve nature every which way, and the 

sparse properties, which carve nature at its joints, and puts the latter to such extensive use that he thinks doing 

systematic philosophy without them is ‘out of the question’ [1986: 61]. For further discussion, see e.g. Lewis 

[1983, 1984], Armstrong [1979] and Schaffer [2004]. 
11

 Moreland [2001] and Sider [2006] both note this ‘sparse’ response to the Classic Objection. 
12

 See e.g. Moreland [2001], Moreland & Pickavance [2003], and Oaklander & Rothstein [2000]. The one 

exception might be Bergmann, who says that, ‘Bare particulars neither are nor have natures. Any two of them are 

not intrinsically but only numerically different. That is their bareness’ [1967: 24]. Some – e.g. Magalhaes [2007] 

– have read this as denying properties to bare particulars. If correct, then Bergmann’s version of bare 

particularism bears the full brunt of the Classic Objection. 
13

 But why ‘bare’ particulars if they aren’t bare of properties? Three answers: first, not everything is in a name – 

the ‘Holy Roman Empire’ wasn’t holy, Roman, or an empire, and being named ‘Armstrong’ doesn’t guarantee 

mighty biceps [Lewis 1983: 366]. Plus there is a long history of philosophical positions being misleadingly 

named – ‘modal fictionalism’ isn’t fictionalism about modality, ‘nominalism’ about universals isn’t really about 

names, etc. So, bare particularists needn’t trouble themselves too much with nomenclature. Second, following 

Baker [1967: 211] and Alston [1954: 257], they could say that bare particulars are ‘bare’ in the sense that they 

lack essential properties. Finally, bare particularists could hold that, unlike substances, bare particulars are bare 

in that they lack constituents. I’d favour the first of these, if only because the latter two bring with them 

substantive theses about the nature of bare particulars that would be nice to avoid if possible. 
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§2. Ways of ‘Having’ Properties 

So far, so good. Yet the relation stipulated in HAVING between Tom’s and Tomato’s having a 

property leads to another question: 

 

INSTANTIATION Is the sense of ‘having’ that links substances to properties the same as the 

‘having’ that links bare particulars to properties? 

 

According to One-relationism, there is one and only one instantiation relation, such that the 

‘having’ linking Tom to being a tomato is the very same ‘having’ as the one connecting 

Tomato to these properties. One-relationism thus provides a straightforward answer to 

INSTANTIATION: Tom has the properties it does by standing in the one-and-only instantiation 

relation to them. Further, this answer fits with the claim, entailed by HAVING, that Tomato 

instantiates the properties it does because of Tom’s doing so.  

Two-relationism, meanwhile, posits two instantiation relations, one that connects 

substances to properties, and a second relation that links properties to bare particulars. To 

introduce a bit of terminology, call the substance-to-property relation ‘possessing’, and the 

particular-to-property relation ‘bearing’.  

We can unpack this idea by thinking of two different readings of CLASSIC:  

 

CLASSICTHICK  Does Tom possess any properties? 

 

CLASSICTHIN  Does Tom bear any properties? 

 

On the ‘thick’ reading, the ‘having’ involved is the same instantiation relation that links 

Tomato to its properties, and the question is whether Tom stands in this relation to any 

properties. Meanwhile, on the ‘thin’ reading, the ‘having’ involved is an instantiation relation 

distinct from the one invoked in the previous reading, and the question asks whether Tom is 

linked via this relation to any properties.  

Two-relationists will be negative regarding CLASSICTHICK and positive regarding 

CLASSICTHIN; i.e., they will say that while Tom doesn’t possess any properties (since he’s a 

bare particular), he does in fact bear some. This still ensures that even bare particulars like 

Tom still ‘have’ properties (in some sense of ‘have), which not only blocks any potential 

revival of the Classic Objection but also makes it clear that Tomato’s and Tom’s having are 

markedly different beasts.  

However, a small complication emerges. Specifically, this line implies that we no 

longer have bare particulars instantiating their properties in the same way as their associated 

substances, which means that HAVING doesn’t hold anymore. Thankfully, the Two-relationist 

can offer a suitable replacement thesis: 

 

POSSESSING Every substance possesses its properties by having as constituents 

properties that are borne by another of its constituents
14

 

 

This thesis plays the same role as HAVING, explaining and unifying substance property 

‘having’ in terms of bare particular ‘having’. 

 At this point, we’ve two packages that might be appropriately labelled ‘bare 

particularism’. Both agree that bare particulars are proper constituents of substances and that a 

                                                           
14

 I use ‘borne’ to preserve the grammaticality of the English expression; nothing significant turns on the matter. 

If we wanted to express the thesis in terms of metaphysical grounding, POSSESSION states that, for all substances 

x and all properties Φ, [x’s possessing Φ] is grounded in [Φ’s constituting x], which in turn is grounded in [y’s 

bearing Φ], where ‘y’ names x’s bare particular. 
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substance is not identical to its bare particular, but differ concerning the manner and relation 

between substance and bare particular property instantiation. The first package says that bare 

particulars have – in the one-and-only sense of ‘have’ – properties, and that a substance has a 

property Φ because its bare particular has Φ.
15

 In other words, this package is committed to 

One-relationism and HAVING. Meanwhile, according to the second package, bare particulars 

bear, but don’t possess properties, and it is this bearing which explains the related substances’ 

property possession. Hence the second package is committed to the conjunction of Two-

relationism and POSSESSING.
16

 Both adequately avoid the various pitfalls detailed above.  

So, we’ve two packages, both alike in dignity. If we want to settle on what exactly 

bare particularism is, it’s going to be one of these. But which?  

We might think that the former has an obvious advantage on simplicity grounds, as it 

seems to have one less primitive notion than the Two-relationist alternative. However, a Two-

relationist can reductively define possession in terms of constitution and bearing: for all x, x 

possesses Φ iffdf x has as a proper constituent some y such that y bears Φ. Supplemented with 

this reduction, the Two-relationist package would have just as many primitive ideological 

commitments as One-relationism. Consequently, simplicity concerns alone won’t settle the 

matter about which of the packages to choose; to do this, we must turn to a recent objection to 

bare particularism. 

   

§3. Bailey’s New Objection 

Bailey [2012] offers a dilemma concerning:  

 

QUESTION Do bare particulars have the ordinary properties of their host substances? 

 

According to Bailey, whatever their answer to QUESTION, bare particularists end up in hot 

water. 

 First, assume a negative answer. This entails that, though it is tied to such a property, 

Tom does not have the property of being a tomato. But this implies that bare particularism is 

false, for ‘bare particularism is true only if bare particulars instantiate the properties of their 

host substances (as per [HAVING])’ [Bailey 2012: 36]. And since Tom doesn’t have being a 

tomato, it isn’t the case that Tomato, which does have the property, has all its properties by 

having as constituents those properties that are instantiated by Tom. So the negative horn is 

that, in denying that bare particulars have the ordinary properties of their host substances, one 

must also deny HAVING. 

Alternatively, assume a positive answer. This entails that not only is Tom tied to being 

a tomato, but Tom in fact has the property – and, in turn, that Tom itself is a tomato. Yet such 

a result threatens to ‘overpopulate this already-crowded world’ [ibid: 37]. Consider Tomato, 

isolated in an otherwise empty space. Plausibly, in such a scenario, there is only a single 

tomato in the vicinity – namely, Tomato itself. Yet if Tom is also a tomato, then there are in 

fact two tomatoes in the vicinity.
17

 To avoid the crowding problem, we must deny either  (i) 

that wherever Tomato is, Tom is too, which amounts to giving up on CONSTITUTION, or (ii) 

that Tom is a tomato, which, assuming that something is a tomato iff it has the property of 

being a tomato, amounts to giving a negative answer to QUESTION. Thus the positive horn of 

the dilemma is that it seems the conjunction of CONSTITUTION and a positive answer to 

QUESTION is false.  

                                                           
15

 Sider [2006] and Allaire [1963, 1965] seem to offer versions of this One-relationist package. 
16

 Moreland [1998], Connell [1988] and Pickavance [2009] (who is defending Moreland’s position) all advance 

versions of the Two-relationist package. 
17

 Note that this horn of the dilemma doesn’t depend upon picking a sortal property like being a tomato; it works 

equally well with any other property, provided we can describe a scenario wherein there is thought to be only 

one entity in the vicinity that has the property. 
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Hence we’ve Bailey’s dilemma: neither a negative nor positive answer to QUESTION is 

viable. Bailey thus concludes that bare particularism must be false. 

 As should be clear, Bailey’s dilemma immediately undercuts the One-relationist 

package. Either Tom does or Tom does not have – in the one and only one sense of ‘have’ – 

the same properties as Tomato. If Tom does, we’ve crowding – wherever we’ve what we 

think is a lone tomato, it in fact turns out that, necessarily, there are two. Meanwhile, if Tom 

doesn’t, HAVING is false – Tomato instantiates some of its properties without these properties 

being instantiated by Tom. Either way, One-relationism falls to Bailey’s New Objection. 

 But the Two-relationist package has more resources to work with. For a start, note 

that, as formulated, QUESTION is ambiguous when addressed to a Two-relationist – what 

‘have’ is being used, possession or bearing? Acknowledging this, Bailey offers a refined 

version of the question: suppose Tomato instantiates redness, roundness, and juiciness. We 

might then ask, ‘Is [Tom] red, round, and juicy? Does it, that is, stand in the relation (or ‘non-

relational tie’) of regular-old-instantiation to redness, roundness, and juiciness?’ [ibid: 35]. 

Translating this into the above terminology, this amounts to: 

 

REFINED Do bare particulars possess the ordinary properties of their host 

substances? 

 

Does the dilemma emerge for REFINED? First, it is clear that a positive answer contradicts the 

reductive definition of possession given at the end of the previous section – after all, there is 

no sense in which Tom has as a constituent being a tomato. Further, a positive answer also 

entails that Tom both possesses and bears being a tomato – in other words, no matter how you 

slice it, Tom’s a tomato. This immediately leads to the crowding problem: whenever you’ve 

Tomato, you also have Tom, and provided Tomato is a tomato, so is Tom. Thus Two-

relationism would be in no better position when it comes to the positive horn of the dilemma.  

Meanwhile, a negative answer to REFINED just states that Tom doesn’t possess the 

properties that Tomato does. This leaves open the possibility that while Tom doesn’t possess 

being a tomato, it does in fact bear the property. And while this is incompatible with HAVING, 

it isn’t incompatible with POSSESSING – it’s still the case that Tomato possesses being a 

tomato, and that this property is in turn borne by Tom. Consequently, the dilemma’s negative 

horn is blunted. In denying that bare particulars possess the ordinary properties of their host 

substances, Two-relationists needn’t also deny POSSESSING and thus can maintain that bare 

particulars instantiate the properties of their host substances (for the appropriate sense of 

‘instantiate’). 

But perhaps this is too quick. After all, Tom still stands in some instantiation relation 

to being a tomato. According to Bailey, this is enough to revive the crowding problem. For, 

 
if the relation (or nonrelational tie) that ties bare particulars to properties is properly said to be a ‘way of 

having properties’, then it must obey at least this rule: if x is tied to F, then x is (for some ‘is’ of 

predication or other) F. The same goes for the relation that substances bear to their properties. Suppose 

that [Tom] instantiates redness, juiciness, and tomatohood in a different way than [Tomato] does. No 

matter. For it still follows that there are two things that are (for some predicative sense of ‘are’) red, 

juicy tomatoes. But there are not two such tomatoes. Not in the neighborhood of [Tomato], at any rate. 

[ibid: 38] 

  

In other words, if bearing is a genuine instantiation relation, then it must be the case that, if 

Tom bears the property of being a tomato, then Tom is, in some sense of ‘is’, a tomato. But 

that leads to crowding: whenever Tomato is a tomato, Tom is too. Thus, as before, it’s 

impossible to isolate any tomato (more upliftingly, it’s also the case that you’ll never walk 

alone). 
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Grant, as Bailey insists, that every instantiation relation is tied up with some ‘is’ of 

predication. Even so, who said that all ‘is’s are created equal? It seems plausible that, for each 

distinct instantiation relation, there are distinct senses of predication – i.e., distinct senses of 

‘is’ associated with each sense of ‘having’. After all, distinguishing different senses of ‘is’ 

isn’t that outlandish a step provided one is already in for postulating different senses of 

instantiation. Further, there already is some mileage to the thought that the copula can be used 

to expresses different senses of non-predicational ‘is’s (i.e. the ‘is’ of identity, the ‘is’ of 

constitution, etc.). So while there might be some pragmatic issues concerning disambiguating 

natural language sentences and typographical issues concerning writing the logical formulae, 

nothing obviously scuppers the idea (besides, Bailey implicitly acknowledges that something 

like this is sensible with his ‘in a different way’ comment in the above quote).
18

  

Building on this, a Two-relationist can reply that neither Tomato nor Tom is a tomato 

in the same sense; rather, one is a tomato according to the ‘is’ of possession, the other is a 

tomato according to the ‘is’ of bearing. Consequently, from the fact that Tomato possesses 

redness, juiciness, and tomatohood and that Tom bears redness, juiciness, and tomatohood, it 

doesn’t follow that there are two things that are, for some single, predicative sense of ‘are’, 

red, juicy tomatoes in the neighbourhood of Tomato (or anywhere else, for that matter). More 

generally, while it will always be the case that whenever there is a Φ in the possessive sense, 

there also is a Φ in the bearing sense, but that ain’t crowding. 

 This line would be blocked if Bailey’s rule about the relation between instantiation 

relations and predication was that, if x stands in some instantiation relation to Φ, then x is, in 

some univocal sense of ‘is’, a Φ. But this rule completely begs the question against the Two-

relationist – what the dialectic demands at this point is a reason why there must be a single 

‘is’ according to which both Tom and Tomato ‘is’, not a table-thumping insistence that there 

has to be. Similarly, that we might say, when describing the situation in everyday English, 

‘There are two tomatoes – Tomato and Tom’, doesn’t tell against this multi-predicational 

approach any more than the fact that we sometimes say, ‘Time flies like an arrow, fruit flies 

like a banana’ indicates that temporal progression is intimately tied up to the nature of 

drosophila melanogaster. Natural language is messy, frequently blurring together what 

careful thought has pulled apart. But, according to the Two-relationist, when we’re careful, 

we can see that, like with the ‘flies’-sentence, there’s a bit of a pun going on in the claim that 

there ‘are’ two tomatoes.  

 Consequently, we’ve no reason to reject the approach described above. A knock-on 

consequence is that we’ve also no reason to think that crowding is a problem for Two-

relationism. In turn, this means that while the One-relationist story ends up impaled on 

Bailey’s dilemma, the Two-relationist can blunt the negative horn.
19

  

 Before we move on, it’s worth looking at one last-ditch attempt to salvage One-

relationism.
20

 Recall that, for the One-relationist, the problem with the negative horn is that it 

entails rejecting HAVING. This is bad because HAVING accounts for the unity of a substance’s 

properties, which is, as mentioned at the beginning of the paper, one of the main motivations 

for believing in bare particulars. But this could be avoided if the One-relationist offered a 

replacement for HAVING that both fit with a negative answer to QUESTION and also resolved 

these unity issues. One plausible replacement is 

 

GROUNDING Every substance has its properties by having them as constituents, and it 

has these properties as constituents because of some property (or 

properties) had by its bare particular 

                                                           
18

 For example, Two-relationists might appropriate Zalta’s [1983] typography, retrofitting it to suit their needs. 
19

 An additional benefit of this account is that it can rebut the objections Benovsky [2008] makes to bare 

particularism; however, assessing this here would take us too far afield.  
20

 Thanks to an anonymous referee for pushing me on this point. 
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This explains the unity of Tomato’s properties, since Tomato has redness because redness is 

one of its proper constituents, and redness is one of its proper constituents because Tom has 

some property Φ. Further, it is compatible with Φ’s being a distinct property from redness and 

hence with a negative answer to QUESTION. So it appears that, armed with GROUNDING, One-

relationists can blunt the negative horn of Bailey’s dilemma. 

 However, like with the Two-relationist response, a revival of the crowding argument 

threatens. Suppose that a substance, Blanket, has property Φ, the having of which is explained 

by its bare particular, Blankie, also having Φ. This means we’ve two Φ’s where intuitively 

there is only one – a paradigmatic instance of crowding. Since we’ve already settled that 

rejecting CONSTITUTION is out, the only suitable way to avoid this result is to say that 

Blankie has some distinct property , the having of which explains Blanket’s having Φ. But, 

supposing that Φ is the property of being red, then  can’t be something like the property of 

reflecting light of such-and-such wave-lengths since Blanket also has this property, such that 

having it be  would lead to another crowding problem. In fact, the only way to completely 

avoid crowding is for  to be distinct from every property that Blanket has - otherwise, we 

get a crowd.  

 Consequently, the One-relationist who opts for GROUNDING must answer three 

questions: first, for the story to work, there must be some property  had by Blankie. So, 

what property is ? Second,  must be a property the having of which explains Blanket’s 

having Φ, lest GROUNDING fail to adequately explain the unity of Blanket’s properties. With 

that in mind, what is it about  that guarantees ‘Blanket has Φ because Blankie has ’ is true 

– in other words, how does Blankie’s having  explain Blanket’s having Φ? Finally, to avoid 

a crowding argument revival,  must not be one of Blanket’s properties. So then, what 

guarantees that whenever Blankie has , Blanket doesn’t also have ?  

Answering this trio is a tall order. Frankly, I don’t see how the One-relationist can do 

it. Suppose One-relationists say that Blankie has Φbp, a special property that is both exclusive 

to bare particulars and is such that, if bare particular b has Φbp, then, where ‘s’ is b’s 

associated substance and ‘Φsub’ is a special, substance-exclusive property, ‘s has Φsub because 

b has Φbp’ is true. This story answers the trio of questions, which is good; however, there’s no 

reason to believe that there are properties like Φbp (or that they have such explanatory powers) 

other than that they’re necessary to salvage the story, which is fundamentally problematic. 

Hence the major difficulty facing this One-relationist account is that there doesn’t seem to be 

any plausible way to satisfactorily spell it out in a non-ad hoc manner. 

There is another general problem with this account, however. On this proposal, the 

having of every substance-level property is to be explained by the having of some distinct 

bare particular-level property. Consequently, when we’re spelling out the most fundamental 

description of the world – the description that mentions all and only those properties that 

‘characterize things completely and without redundancy’ [Lewis 1986: 60], we need never 

mention any substance-level properties (in fact, we’d better not, since such properties are 

guaranteed to be explanatorily redundant). As it happens then, the only properties that appear 

in such a description must be bare particular-level properties. But, it is standardly assumed 

that, at minimum, properties like having negative charge, having spin ½, and being an up-

quark are sparse properties.
21

 And the trouble is that, given GROUNDING, they can’t be: such 

properties are substance-level, since up-quarks, like blankets and tomatoes, are substances 

(similarly for negatively charged- and spin-½- things). The upshot is that this account entails a 

radically deviant sparse property extension – an extremely odd and disconcerting result.  

                                                           
21

 It’s controversial whether properties from other levels of science also are sparse (see e.g. [Schaffer 2004] for a 

discussion), but all hands agree that these fundamental physics properties are, which is what is needed here. 
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Of course, these aren’t knock-down objections; it is possible that a would-be One-

relationist could offer a story that both adequately answers the trio of questions without being 

ad hoc and mollifies any worries about the resulting odd sparse property extension. But I 

don’t really see what this could look like. So, until they do tell such a story, these two 

problems give us good reason to reject this GROUNDING-based, One-relationist attempt to get 

around Bailey’s dilemma – especially in light of the fact that we’ve a working Two-relationist 

solution ready-to-hand. And, since the same problems arise for any account, whether One- or 

Two-relationist, according to which Φ and  are different, the general upshot is that, when 

confronted with Bailey’s QUESTION, we ought to say that the properties involved are the 

same, though the senses of having (and the associated senses of predication) are different. 

More generally then, we’ve now an answer to the question raised at the end of the 

previous section: the Two-relationist package is the better choice for would-be bare 

particularists, because it can defeat Bailey’s dilemma. 

 

§4. The Understanding Objection 

But is it a position we should adopt? After all, it clearly brings with it some major ontological 

and ideological baggage. While I don’t want to try and settle this question here, I would like 

to briefly address one potential problem lurking in the background: namely, the charge that 

postulating two instantiation relations is incomprehensible. Bailey, for example, dismisses 

Two-relationism in a quip: ‘I do not understand what it would be for there to be two 

exemplification relations. Indeed, exemplification is mysterious enough with just one such 

relation!’ [2012: 35]. What can a would-be bare particularist say to this ‘Understanding 

Objection’? 

 A quick rebuttal is that the above discussion could be re-interpreted as a conditional 

argument, along the lines of, ‘if there being two distinct instantiation relations makes sense, 

then …’ This wouldn’t rebut the Understanding Objection, but it would suffice to render bare 

particularism sensible (especially since many of the participants in the substance debate think 

something like Two-relationism is sensible). Of course, that’s cold comfort to the genuine 

objector, who bangs the table, and insists that there is one and only one instantiation relation. 

The bare particularist needs something to say to him and his insistence that he ‘doesn’t 

understand’ the idea of there being two distinct instantiation relations.
22

 

With an eye towards offering such a response, take any of the supposedly more 

familiar concepts (e.g. grounding, supervenience, de re necessity) that many metaphysicians 

profess to understand. Why is it that metaphysicians ‘understand’ these? Answer: because 

they’re accustomed to talking about/using them in their theorizing, and know how such 

concepts fit together with their broader theory. In short, metaphysicians have a grip on the 

theoretical roles undergirding these concepts. In fact, generally speaking, this seems to be 

what it is to understand a philosophical concept: one understands a concept if and only if one 

grasps the theoretical role associated therewith. But the theoretical roles undergirding these 

‘understandable’ concepts generally aren’t any richer or better specified than the roles 

specified for possession and bearing.  

In this case, we’ve a theory – bare particularism – that invokes two concepts – the 

possessing and bearing relations – and the theory specifies particular theoretical roles for 

these concepts to play. Specifically, possessing is taken to be the relation that links substances 

to properties, which is tied up with a particular form of predication, and is definable in terms 

of constitution and bearing. Bearing, meanwhile, connects bare particulars to properties, is 

associated with its own, unique form of predication, and helps to define possession. Examples 

are also available to clarify: Tomato possesses but doesn’t bear being a tomato, while Tom 

                                                           
22

 Another move is to parrot a quote that is (apocryphally) attributed to Russell: in response to a similar sort of 

objection, Russell is said to have replied, ‘Accounting for your intellectual failures is not my responsibility’. But 

while this is pithy, I fear it will do little to appease, but rather will merely rankle, two-relationism’s opponents. 
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bears but doesn’t possess redness. These two notions have clear application conditions, 

interrelations with other notions, and example uses. What else do you need to understand 

them? 

 A similar point applies concerning non-mereological constitution, to finally return, as 

promised, to this issue. A theoretical role is specified for this relation: it’s the composition 

relation that bare particulars and properties stand in to substances. Further details about the 

theoretical role for the notion can be spelled out in the theory – e.g. that it connects up with 

bearing to define possession, it’s an internal relation, etcetera.
23

 But, specifying the theoretical 

role is enough to render non-mereological composition understandable, which is enough to 

dismiss the general objection to non-mereological constitution. 

 Of course, no matter how richly spelt out the theoretical role is, a ‘concept may 

nevertheless fail to refer to anything. But that’s true of any philosophical concept: the world 

may simply fail to contain anything – or any unique thing – fitting the inferential role 

associated with the concept,’ [Sider 2011: 10]. In other words, while the specification of a 

theoretical role is enough to render a particular concept understandable, it isn’t enough to 

guarantee that the concept accurately describes the way the world is. But this doesn’t take 

away from the point that specification of theoretical roles for possessing and bearing is 

enough to render the Two-relationist position comprehensible. Thus any intransience on the 

part of an objector who endless repeats the, ‘I just don’t understand’ mantra must be met with 

careful (re-)elucidation of the theory. If this proves insufficient, the bare particularist 

shouldn’t feel defeated; for while one ought always to try and convert the unconverted, one 

needn’t preach to those who put out their own eyes, then complain about the dark. 

 

§5. Conclusion 

So, now we’re clear on what, if one is a bare particularist, one should be committed to: the 

conjunction of CONSTITUTION, Two-thingism, Two-relationism, and POSSESSING. This, if 

anything, is the best formulation of bare particularism going. Additionally, we’ve seen how 

this package can deal with Bailey’s New Objection, and how a bare particularist can respond 

to the Understanding objection.  

Of course, more work needs to be done when it comes to assessing the viability of 

bare particularism. In particular, contrasting (the now properly understood) bare particularism 

with suitable versions of the bundle theory and non-constituent-ontology alternatives might 

indicate that this isn’t the best account of the nature of substances after all. Additionally, it 

would be worth trying to clarify the relationship between the mereological complexity of 

substances and bare particulars – for example, do substances composed of three mereological 

atoms have three bare particulars as parts or, instead, are all substances mereologically simple 

yet constituted by properties and bare particulars?
24

  

Finally, any problems for bare particularism lurking in the background must be 

addressed. One issue concerns what individuates bare particulars. For if we say that it’s a 

brute matter, then why couldn’t the same thing have been said for substances? Meanwhile, if a 

bare particular’s individuation is to be analysed, then an infinite regress threatens, since it 

looks like we’ll need to postulate individuating constituents for bare particulars (bare-bare 

particulars?), along with individuating constituents for them, and for them, and so on. A 

related issue concerns the unity of a bare particular’s properties. For if we say that nothing 

unifies a bare particular’s properties, we’re left to wonder why it was necessary to do so for 

substances in the first place. But, if some further unifier is required, then, we’re off on a 

regress again (or we’ll face a variation of the Classic Objection for that entity). Clearly, bare 

particularists need to say something about these issues.  

                                                           
23

 On constitution as an internal relation, see Davis [2013]. 
24

 Thanks to Niall Connolly for suggesting this as a line of future research. 
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Yet these are tasks for another day. What I hope to have shown here is that any 

prospects for developing and defending bare particularism should be founded upon the 

account presented above. In other words, if one is to be a bare particularist, then Two-

relationism is the best way forward. 
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